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What You Need To Know
Data is increasingly the gateway to business success, but the greatest
challenge in making data-driven decisions is simply getting the right data
into the right place. MarketShare, an enterprise marketing analytics
software company headquartered in Los Angeles, California, understands
this challenge. MarketShare provides a marketing analytics platform that
allows its clients to turn their marketing data into actionable and
revenue-driving decisions.
MarketShare is a SaaS technology provider that allows clients to augment
and scale marketing analytics with its leading-edge technology platform.
Due to MarketShare’s success, the company was expanding fast in order to
meet the data preparation and transformation demands of a
rapidly-growing number of clients. As a result, MarketShare had
considerably grown their data analyst team to meet market demands. When
MarketShare’s VP of Data, Anna Dorofiyenko, came on board, she sought to
accelerate the speed of onboarding clients who often brought unruly data

AT A GLANCE
Decision Maker
Anna Dorofiyenko, Vice President of
Data, MarketShare

Business Challenges
MarketShare, an enterprise marketing
analytics software provider, was
growing quickly and needed a
technical solution to accelerate
customer onboarding by supporting
data transformation.

Benefits


Increased number of clients
supported per data analyst



Increased scalability for the
MarketShare business model



Greater collaboration and
visibility for data
transformation efforts

with irregular structures, yet expected instant insights to drive marketing
strategy and forecasting efforts.
Dorofiyenko had to make a decision on purchasing the appropriate
technologies to scale her team’s data preparation capabilities. She knew that a
solution was needed to complement and accelerate human intelligence in
supporting one of the key challenges in the analytic world: data preparation.
After looking at data platforms, workflow platforms, and process
management tools, she ended up looking at three automated data preparation
tools: Paxata, Tamr, and Trifacta. This research shows the key decision points
that led MarketShare, a fast-growing and data-savvy company, to the
selection of Trifacta for data preparation.
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The Growing Need for Automated Data Preparation
Whether from social streams, transaction logs, machine sensors, or third-party sources, it is no secret that
the amount and variety of data being brought into the analytics fold is vastly increasing. While there is
tremendous value to be garnered from the insights contained in this data, there is an escalating challenge
in properly preparing the data for analysis. Inconsistencies in data formats, missing data, and
poorly-defined data represent real challenges which data analysts must overcome. Blue Hill has observed
that data analysts often estimate that as much as 80% of their time spent working with data is focused on
data preparation rather than actual analysis.
For marketing data, consistency, quality, and formatting present a particular challenge, because there is
often no single standard to define marketing performance metrics or key indicators associated with
forecasting marketing demand or the need for marketing execution.
This pain point has led to the genesis of a new group of self-service data preparation solutions that aim to
alleviate this challenge. These solutions apply machine learning in a way that is able to augment human
decision-making by identifying inconsistencies and common data preparation hiccups and addressing
them at scale across large data sets. These solutions also introduce repeatable workflows and algorithms
which adapt to use-specific challenges. Ultimately, the efficacy of these solutions is based on having
analysts spend less time preparing data, and more of their time staging and analyzing data to gain
business insights, forecasts, and suggestions for future actions.

MarketShare: A Marketing Analytics Platform
The MarketShare DecisionCloud is a marketing analytics platform that supports planning, forecasting,
allocation, pricing, and benchmarking to demonstrate marketing's effect in driving revenue, optimize all
marketing efforts going forward, and align strategy and execution across the marketing organization. As
a technology vendor focused on improving client results, MarketShare supports the integration of a
variety of marketing data categories to improve clients’ marketing budget visibility and planning.
MarketShare focuses on providing contextualized and specific analysis unique to each customer.
Anna Dorofiyenko first came to MarketShare in December of 2013, and found that this fast-growing
company was expanding rapidly to meet the increased demand for data-driven marketing. The company
had already invested in a skilled team of data analysts to manage, cleanse, and transform the volumes of
data that needed to be managed. To enhance its technology platform in the face of rapidly-increasing
business and client demands. MarketShare sought to further optimize its data preparation capabilities to
provide more agile and flexible data management and governance.
Because flexible and self-service data preparation and quality was seen as a strategic endeavor to support
client demands, MarketShare’s CFO supported Dorofiyenko’s efforts to further optimize MarketShare’s
technological platform. Further, MarketShare’s COO supported Dorifiyenko’s efforts to pursue
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technology investments from the time of her hiring, giving her strong executive backing to achieve her
goal. As a result, Dorifiyenko had firm support from key executives as she pursued her goal. Advanced
data preparation was seen as a strategic initiative both from the perspective of the CFO and COO, which
benefited this project. Dorifiyenko explains: "When [the CFO] started, he wanted to be sure we were
growing in the most strategic way possible. He partnered closely with me to start making decisions and
finding technologies that could help us to scale our growth."
When MarketShare initially identified the need for change, the top drivers were the desire for increased
data cleansing productivity, and the continued need of providing advanced technology and data
offerings compared to MarketShare’s competitors. Being data analysts, the MarketShare team conducted
an internal study to see which data processes could be optimized to provide greater client value and
found opportunities to improve data acceptance and onboarding. MarketShare's value proposition in
supporting marketing analytics requires that it efficiently cleanses and prepares data for analysis. This
business demand represented an opportunity for MarketShare to gain a strategic advantage over
competitors that were using manual, less programmatic, and less accurate data preparation methods to
support marketing data and analysis.

Looking for a Solution
Initially, MarketShare looked at a variety of workflow systems and business process management
solutions, exploring the possibility that the company needed to accelerate existing data integration and
quality processes. In early 2014, MarketShare also considered data platform vendors with the assumption
that improved data structures and accelerated data processing performance would lead to cleaner and
more manageable data. However, when MarketShare looked at these BPM and data platform solutions,
they found that these technologies did not create a scalable data management environment that would
grow as quickly as MarketShare. Dorofiyenko emphasized that these technologies could not be
integrated into existing data preparation processes to facilitate human judgment, which was critical to
MarketShare’s ability to prepare customer data environments for their clients. As a result, MarketShare
had to consider more interactive solutions to maintain its technological advantage in the market.
MarketShare ended up moving forward through serendipity. While attending University of California,
Berkeley, Dorofiyenko’s son saw the work of Chief Strategy Officer and co-founder of Trifacta Joe
Hellerstein. After her son introduced her to Hellerstein’s work, Dorofiyenko quickly realized that
Trifacta's self-service data cleansing capabilities would provide her data analysts and data scientists with
the necessary tools to cleanse data much faster than with standard tools. She also recognized that Trifacta
would provide the necessary preparation capabilities to introduce new marketing data into the
MarketShare data pipeline.
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While she was speaking with Trifacta, Dorofiyenko learned about this new market of self-service and
automated data cleansing solutions, and started doing due diligence on three vendors: Tamr (then called
Data Tamer), Paxata, and Trifacta. The MarketShare team started its evaluation by creating a standard set
of tests that reflected the key opportunities for accelerating MarketShare’s platform and analysis
capabilties.

The Evaluation
Initially, Dorofiyenko started by evaluating Tamr. At the time, in early 2014, Tamr did not have a
fully-functioning product, but had a demo available to demonstrate Tamr's automated data connection
and preparation capabilities. This demo made a lasting impression on the MarketShare data analyst team,
as it led to the consensus that MarketShare would be able to further enhance its marketing platform by
accelerating the cleansing and quality of client-provided data. However, because Tamr did not have a
working solution at the time, MarketShare moved on to other vendors.
Because marketing-based data tends to be irregular in nature, MarketShare’s clients often brought in data
that needed further refinement and enhancement to provide analytic insights. Once MarketShare
identified this opportunity to quickly hurdle these data preparation challenges, the company was
better-equipped to identify the key traits that would allow the marketing analytics platform to accelerate
time-to-value for its clients.
Afterwards, MarketShare directly compared Paxata and Trifacta. After using Paxata for a week,
MarketShare analysts felt that Paxata provided an Excel-like experience that allowed analysts to clean
existing data, but lacked direct access to the coding and reproducible workflows that MarketShare's
SAS-trained programmers sought to provide for the advanced analytics needed to support MarketShare
clients. Although Paxata was usable as a self-service data cleansing tool, MarketShare's team was looking
for more direct data interaction.
In contrast, when Dorofiyenko's team started to evaluate Trifacta through the same week-long set of tests,
the analysts preferred the ease of use and user interface provided by Trifacta. The analysts had a
coding-like experience they could use to create reproducible workflows, but they also benefitted from
being able to interactively preview their results while defining transformations. In doing so, analysts
were able to manipulate the data on a self-service basis while creating long-term data assets that would
enhance the MarketShare platform’s ability to onboard clients more quickly. Trifacta typically calls this
personalized process “data wrangling.” As Dorofiyenko states, "The experience of using the Trifacta
interface was different from other tools. When we worked with Trifacta, our analysts set up a work
session that ended up lasting three or four hours on a Friday. I was excited and impressed that people
maintained interest in cleansing data in Trifacta on a Friday afternoon."
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Choosing Trifacta and the Results
MarketShare eventually chose Trifacta as their data preparation and
transformation technology. The key reasons for choosing Trifacta
were two-fold. First, MarketShare liked the experience of using
Trifacta based on analysts' preference of being able to directly
cleanse client marketing data in ways that were similar to, yet more
efficient than MarketShare’s existing practices for data analysis. In
addition to providing self-service visualization of basic data
distributions and a high-quality user experience, Trifacta allows
analysts to directly integrate transformation outputs into the
MarketShare platform. Trifacta’s recommended transformation
expressions on data’s content allows MarketShare to avoid many
data quality challenges commonly faced by modern organizations.
Second, MarketShare has a working preference of being producers

Once Trifacta started
implementation in May 2014 and
having hands-on work sessions,
they were very involved in sitting
down with us, saw we had
interesting use cases, and offered
sessions on feature and
functionality. They're a great
partner.
Anna Dorofiyenko
Vice-President of Data
MarketShare

of data. They like having reproducible workflows, handling code
transformations, and having intuitive paths for both handling the
data and ending up with usable scripts and codes that represented technological enhancements.
To ensure that the deployment was smooth across business units, MarketShare also put together a team
of managers to handle the various aspects where Trifacta affected operations. This included a cloud
operations manager who handled technical integration, Dorofiyenko’s counterpart on the digital data
team, and the CFO of the company who was interested in the financial and strategic value that Trifacta
brought to MarketShare’s operations.
To deploy Trifacta in September of 2014, MarketShare first made sure that it was compatible with its
Hadoop data cloud, and went through a handful of training sessions spaced out over a month to ensure
that analysts were comfortable with using the tool. Much of this training was to help analysts with the
core challenge of quickly identifying if a data file would be usable for MarketShare's services, or whether
the files provided were too unorthodox to analyze easily.
Because of MarketShare’s rapid growth, the analyst team sought increased collaboration for new data
cleansing efforts that would allow all of MarketShare to benefit from the work done by any individual
analyst, and increase the agility and velocity of innovation. MarketShare has found that through using
Trifacta, client data has become more accessible as the company has enhanced its data cleansing
capabilities. Sharing these improvements across the organization has dramatically accelerated the time
for clients to be fully onboarded onto the marketing analytics platform.
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Conclusion
Based on Blue Hill’s analysis of MarketShare’s selection of Trifacta, Blue Hill provides the following
recommendations to companies considering data preparation solutions such as Trifacta.
1) Understand how to position automated self-service data preparation as a value-added investment.
With this new generation of self-service data preparation tools, advanced data-driven organizations
have a better option than simply tossing data analysts at the problem and hoping for a “smart”
outcome. Like MarketShare, companies should instead look for technology-driven solutions that will
enhance their current platforms and analytic investments. Technology decision makers now have an
opportunity to view the data preparation process as a value-adding initiative in a way that they
could not before. Blue Hill recommends that decision makers consider the potential benefits of
compressing the time spent on data preparation efforts while simultaneously increasing the output
of these efforts. In these cases, data analysts could generate more value by reallocating their efforts to
pursue technological enhancements associated with either internal or external client requests.
2) Bring in an executive champion and have a key strategic goal for data transformation. In this case,
Anna worked with her CFO and COO, who agreed that MarketShare needed a scalable data
preparation solution to quickly onboard clients onto its marketing analytics platform and accelerate
time-to-value. Because of this, MarketShare saw this initiative as strategic, rather than simply treating
it as a standard operational IT investment. Look for areas where data is strategic to your organization
from a financial or line-of-business perspective, then tie your initiative to those goals.
3) Take design and user experience into account when looking for a data transformation solution.
Even in the worlds of data quality and governance, software design and the user experience are
important. Although it may seem that these tools are similar in showing a table of data and various
methods of guided transformation, the detailed differences in providing scripting and coding
guidance will end up being core to the tool’s adoption and ongoing success within your organization.
MarketShare’s SAS-trained developers saw value in a user experience that allowed them to quickly
create reusable code to support data preparation activities, which led to increased efficiencies.
4) Consider Trifacta as a general data cleansing and transformation solution. Trifacta is best known
for supporting both Hadoop and Big Data environments, including support for JSON, Avro, ORC,
and Parquet. However, MarketShare also shows that Trifacta is an appropriate environment for more
traditional structured data environments that require a high degree of data quality and
transformation. The same logic and capabilities used to analyze JSON and other long data strings can
also be used to manage and transform shorter and traditional data strings. This may be an
opportunity to use Big Data transformation techniques and tools to support messy operational data
problems that were previously considered unmanageable.
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By following these recommendations and the guidance of MarketShare’s Anna Dorofiyenko, end-user
organizations seeking a self-service or automated data preparation solution can be better prepared for the
selection process, and make a decision that best matches their needs for automated, self-service, and
code-driven data preparation.
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